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Bombs and Mends 

 

The two most talked about topics during a recent trip to the North Island of New Zealand were 

bombs and mends. Admittedly, we didn’t talk much about the former while at the airport or in 

transit but once on the river we were constantly reminded of the need to use bombs.  In New 

Zealand fly fishing parlance a bomb is a heavy nymph. If you are thinking tungsten beadhead with 

lead then you are on the right track but only half way there. Think double tungsten with lead and 

then add splitshots. 

 

The need for bombs was brought about by low, warm water and the propensity for the trout to hang 

deep in the cooler, faster pockets at the bottom of the river. Try as we did with the dry fly we often 

had to resort to heavy bombs to get a fish’s attention. This meant tying on two of our heaviest 

nymphs supported by our largest indicators (think pingpong balls!) on a straight leader of 10 to 15 

feet 10lb flurocarbon. Not the sort of rig we are used to fishing here in Tasmania. 

 

Finding heavy nymphs and large indicators was the easy part of the equation. Our friends at the 

Hamilton Anglers Club had warned us to make sure we had a supply of the heavy artillery needed 

for this type of fishing. What they hadn’t warned us about was the difficulty casting such rigs. Now 

I am supposed to be a casting instructor and so should have been able to handle any casting situation 

that was thrown at me. Let me tell you I struggled until I worked out a few important rules for 

casting bombs. 

 

Rule number one – wear hat, glasses and if possible a motorbike helmet. Despite my best effort to 

control these cumbersome rigs I found myself ducking for cover on a number of occasions. 

Fortunately, I soon came to grips with a few more rules and my head and my rod were spared any 

bruising encounters. 

 

The second rule I learnt was to slow everything down and widen the casting arc. This is not the 

place for tight loops, high line speed and double hauling. By using a water haul to load the rod and 

lobbing the flies toward the target with a single backcast I was able to get the flies where they 

needed to be. In most cases I didn’t need to false cast and by making large open loops I was able to 

get the flies to turn over without catching on the indicator. 

 

When I did need to false cast to change direction or gain some extra distance I found the Belgian 

cast did the trick. I have mentioned this cast a couple of times before and it is worth reading about or 

looking at on videos. Basically, it is a constant tension cast where the rod never stops until it is time 

to lay the line down. The backcast is more horizontal than the forward cast and by keep the line tight 

at all times you can avoid tangles with multiple fly rigs. If the Belgian cast isn’t in your armory ask 



about it from a casting instructor and give it a go. The only issue I had with this cast was keeping the 

heavy nymphs from hitting the rocks behind. New Zealand rocks are harder than Tasmanian 

tungsten so I went through a few flies. 

 

I did manage to catch a few fish using this method but I must admit I quickly changed to dry fly if I 

thought there was any chance of luring a fish to the top. Watching some of the locals fishing their 

bombs made me realize I was probably missing out on numerous chances because I wasn’t getting 

deep enough. The biggest fish of the trip were caught on heavy nymphs. Due to my stubbornness 

and laziness I didn’t catch one of those big fish. 

 

 The other aspect of fishing rivers in New Zealand involves being able to mend your line. Casting 

your bombs into a fast flowing river is only the first part of the game. You must be able to get the 

flies to sink quickly and drift naturally. To do this you must mend your line. A mend is just a 

repositioning of the fly line either in the air or on the water. When it comes to fishing bombs most 

mending is done on the water. 

 

Water mends are quite simple and just require a quick flick of the wrist to flip some line upstream 

with the rod tip. You need to be able to do this without moving your indicator or flies. By 

introducing slack in this way the heavy flies have time to sink and the indicator drifts at the same 

pace keeping the nymphs on the bottom. Although our river nymph fishing here in Tasmania doesn’t 

require the use of bombs we still need to mend the line to allow for a drag free drift. Next time you 

are on the Macquarie or South Esk fishing a nymph under, practice your mends and watch your 

indicator or dry fly to see if it is floating naturally with the nymph directly below. Trout can be just 

as fussy about how they like their nymphs to move as they can be with a dry fly. 

 

Aerial mends are a bit more tricky to perform as the line movement takes place in the air after the 

rod is stopped and the loop is sent on its way. With an aerial mend the line is repositioned before the 

leader and fly land on the water. If you are not familiar with aerial mends it would well worth your 

while finding out more. Actually, it is called a reach mend because after you have made the cast you 

reach to the left or right with the rod in order to give the fly more time to drift before the line catches 

up and causes drag. On any body of moving water be it creek, river or even lake you can use a reach 

mend to maintain a drag free drift of your fly.  

 

In New Zealand I used the reach mend frequently especial with the dry fly. The only time trout seem 

to like a moving dry fly is when duns are being blown across the waves or in the evening when they 

are chasing caddis. Interestingly, we saw very little evidence of hatches on the rivers we fished. 

Maybe it was because of the drought conditions we experienced or maybe it is just a fundamental 

difference between the two fisheries. I know I caught more fish on nymphs than dries and I know I 

spent a lot of time and effort mending the line. 

 

I am struggling to think of anywhere I fish in Tasmania where I would use bombs as I did in New 

Zealand. We don’t have the water or the fish. The techniques I learnt for casting bombs, however, 

will stand me in good stead when I want to deep nymph the lakes or cast multiple flies in search of a 

fish. The next time I do some casting practice I am going to get some heavy sinkers (and an old rod 

and motor bike helmet) and work on my water haul and Belgian casting techniques. Couple that 

with practicing mends and I think I will be ready to go back to the North Island and have another go 

at some of those big fish that wouldn’t rise to my dry fly. 


